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what’s mobile (smart)phone?
! mobile phone

! any mobile device that contains a smartcard that is controlled by a mobile 
network operator (MNO)

! smartphone
! contains an MNO smartcard with a connection to a mobile network, and 
! has an operating system that can be extended with third- party software.
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specifics of mobile security
! In what sense is research on the security of mobile devices 

different from common security research?
1.creation of cost

! billed events (e.g., premium services)
! payment systems involving mobile phones (SMS, NFC)

2.network environment
• strong connection (MNO and its influence/control of the device)
• firmware update (critical and expensive over telecom)
• remote device management (also remote “kill”)

3.Limited device resources
• compared to desktops
• CPU & memory

• e.g., ID algorithms
• battery

4.expensive wireless link
• in distributed computations

5.reputation of the MNO
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Figure 1. Specifics of Mobile Devices

addition, mobile devices have a specific bundle of attack
vectors which are new to some organizations and also
individuals. An overview of these differences is shown in
Figure 1 and they will be introduced subsequently.

1) Creation of Costs: The specific creation of costs is the
inherent possibility for attackers to generate costs for the
user and revenue for the attacker. It has two aspects: events
that are billed by mobile network operators (e.g., phone calls
or messages) and arising payment systems.

Billed Events: The problem of billed events existed
previously in desktop security when dial-up connections via
modem or ISDN lines were common. Malware (so called
dialers) could dial premium-rate numbers and with it directly
provide profit to the malware author. With the appearance
of broadband connections (like DSL) this problem mostly
vanished, because the computer is now directly connected
to a computer network and does no longer have a direct
interface to the premium-rate numbers of the telephone
network. However, with mobile devices the cost aspect will
likely be a problem for a long time. Even if flat rates for
data or voice services become common, separately charged
premium services will most likely be still available.

Payment Systems: A first type of payment systems uses
the messaging functionality of mobile phones as a trustwor-
thy channel for transmitting authorization information, e.g.,
online banking with mobile transaction numbers or online
payment services. In general, there are two communication
channels that need to be compromised. However, the mobile
device is the only channel that needs to be compromised
if an attacker has access to the authentication information
of the targeted account. Customized mobile malware might
forward the messages to the attacker [18] or respond to them
in the expected form. The necessity of these attacks being
customized makes it more probable that mobile malware will
use the cost-creating functionality of the mobile network.

A second type of payment systems uses mobile phones
as payment devices and physical proximity as part of the
authorization process, e.g., payments based on Near Field

Communication (NFC). In this case, the required proximity
to the receiver of the payment enhances the security and
makes these attacks unlikely compared with directly using
the mobile network cost-creating functionality. When this
feature becomes more widespread and more standardized,
we expect a strong increase of incidents.

2) Network Environment: The specific network envi-
ronment consists of the three aspects strong connection,
firmware update process, and remote device management.

Strong Connection: Strong connection means the pres-
ence of the MNO and its influence on the device. Different
from ordinary computers where the network provider almost
always has no influence on the user’s machine, the MNO
owns the smartcard inside the mobile phone. Furthermore,
the smartcard is a trusted device. It is possible to create
trusted applications on the mobile phone with enhanced
security. Although TPMs (Trusted Platform Module) appear
in mobile devices, it remains an open question how to easily
bootstrap trust between MNO and TPM.

Firmware Update Process: The process of updating
the firmware of mobile devices changed rapidly during the
last few years. A few generations of mobile phones ago, an
update of a firmware could only be done in a local setting,
possibly only by the device manufacturer himself. With the
rise of smartphones and extensible operating systems, more
sophisticated hardware architectures have been introduced.
These new architectures enable firmware or third-party soft-
ware updates remotely.

Even though remote updates are possible today and up-
dates nowadays do not differ much from ordinary computers,
updating mobile devices remains a challenging task. If not
connected to a host computer on a regular basis, an update
process has to use the expensive wireless interface.

Updating the firmware over the air is an important func-
tionality to update vulnerable parts of the mobile device’s
operating system. It is also a critical feature, because most
update procedures cannot be interrupted without damaging
the device. Instead of a complete firmware update, the ex-
change of single files of the operating system’s file structure
is better suited. This is especially true in terms of wireless
communication and device resource costs.

An additional aspect is the entity that starts the update.
This has traditionally been the mobile network operator, but
only recently manufacturers started to control the firmware
update process themselves (examples are iOS and Android).

Remote Device Management: An important feature of
mobile devices is the ability to be managed by a remote
entity. This is due to the fact that usually some entity
has more power over the device than in ordinary computer
environments, e.g., the mobile network operator, the device
manufacturer, or the corporate IT department.

A user typically notices such feature changes as remote
configuration updates, for example, when MMS or WAP
(Wireless Application Protocol) settings are pushed to the
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threats
! eavesdropping
! DOS
! device tracking
! device impersonation
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attack vectors
! hardware-centric
! device-independent
! software-centric
! user layer
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hardware-centric attacks
! intercepting MNO smartcard communication

! removing the SIM lock of the iPhone
! MITM attacks

! attacking the device
! attacks via debugging functionality

! Joint Test Action Group (JTAG)

! confidentiality attack with forensic analysis 
! borrowed device
! owned device (buying, stilling, finding)
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device-independent attacks (1/3)
1.attacks on GSM protocol

! developed 25 years ago -- immature asymmetric crypto 
! encode for transmission + encrypt
! A5/2 was weakened for use in non-Western countries

! session key k can be derived by breaking A5/2
– all conversation (with any encryption) can be eavesdropped

! no network authentication
! k for previously recorded conversations can be derived with rogue base station

2.SMS infrastructure (circuit-switched GSM) flaws
! DOS on voice service in large cities by web-SMS interface
! paging channel can overload the network
! RQ: how can the SMS infrastructures robustness be improved?

3.MMS infrastructure (packet-switched GPRS) flaws
! batteries drained 22 faster in ready mode
! regular UDP packets keep phone in ready mode
! use rogue MMS relay/server (targeted) or operator’s IP address ranges (opportunistic)
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violate the confidentiality of the user’s personal data. Similar
to the device-centric attacks of Section IV, these attacks
cannot be exploited by mobile malware either. An exception
could be the wireless pairing process, which could be
influenced by mobile malware, e.g., by forcing the device
to connect to a rogue access point or base station.

A. GSM: Cryptography for Protecting the Air Link
Unlike land lines, GSM uses radio waves to connect

different participants. More specifically, a mobile phone and
a base station are linked via an (encrypted) channel. From
a security point of view, we have several issues to consider
in this setting.

Within the GSM specification, several security mech-
anisms are in place to prevent the attacks outlined in
Section III—at least in principle. In a nutshell, each GSM
phone holds a SIM card which supplies all cryptographic
secrets and also cryptographic algorithms. Note the design
decision here to split the mobile and user data (e.g., address
book) from the cryptographic secrets. In particular, we speak
about the A3 algorithm for authentication, the A8 algorithm
for key derivation, and the A5 algorithms (A5/1, A5/2,
and A5/3) for encryption and the “algorithm” A5/0 for
no encryption. For describing the protocol, we will use a
more concise notion—skipping details on lower protocol
levels—without abstracting away any security problem. In
the following, we relate the security objectives from above
to the corresponding steps in the protocol, and also discuss
weaknesses and possible mitigations or even remedies.

B. Initial Connection and Encryption
To use the mobile system, a phone must prove that it

has access to a genuine SIM card. To this end, symmetric
cryptography is used. While asymmetric crypto might be
better suited for this purpose, it was too heavy weight
25 years ago when the protocols were designed and still
puts a burden on the battery of mobile devices. Hence, all
solutions below use symmetric cryptography only.

In a nutshell, a secret s is used together with some fresh
randomness or a nonce r to derive a new authentication
string a := A3(s, r), and a fresh shared key k := A8(s, r).
This key k is now used to encrypt further communica-
tion between the base station and the mobile phone. The
corresponding protocol is depicted in Figure 2. The above
protocol has some interesting features regarding the require-
ments discussed above. In particular, we can see that step 3
authenticates the mobile against the base station and there-
fore prevents fraud, in particular an impersonation attack.
In addition, each mobile is given a temporary identifier t in
step 4. This prevents tracking and hence privacy attacks. In
the steps at the bottom of the figure, the protocol generates
a fresh session key k that ensures that communication is
protected from eavesdropping. Only jamming as a special
availability attack is not prevented in this context. However,

mobile device base station

1.
u

unique identifyer

2.
r

randomness

3.
authentication string

a := A3(s, r)

4.
t

temporary id
k := A8(s, r) 5.

k := A8(s, r)6.

Figure 2. Initial Handshake in GSM

technically, there is nothing we can do from a cryptographic
perspective to counter this attack. We therefore rely on
other protocol layers to take care of this (e.g., by frequency
hopping).

C. Initial Problems

Without taking any further parts of the protocol into
account, we start with an analysis of known weaknesses and
possible remedies.

First, we note that the key derivation algorithm A8 is used
for any encryption algorithm A5/1, /2, /3—and that A5/2 is
far weaker than its counterparts. In particular, A5/2 has been
specifically weakened for the use in non-Western countries
and can be broken in a matter of seconds [28]. Apart from
using a weak algorithm, GSM made a second, vital mistake:
Rather than first encrypting the message and then encoding
it for air transit, GSM specified it the other way around. As a
result, cryptanalysis has plenty of redundancy to work with
(which was subsequently exploited in the attack referenced
above). Moreover, each mobile phone can be told which
algorithm to use in a specific network by this very network.
Hence, the following attack is feasible:

1) The mobile device is tricked by its counterpart into
believing that only A5/2 is supported by the current
network.

2) Key derivation takes place with some “random” value
r (cf. Figure 2).

3) A phone conversation using the corresponding key k

is encrypted.
4) This session key is derived by breaking A5/2 [28].
5) Now, all conversation encrypted with this session

key k can be eavesdropped, no matter which encryp-
tion was used.

Interestingly, the latter also applies to phone conversations
which previously were recorded by an eavesdropper. The
reason is the following observation: the mobile has no
control over the random value r, but an active attacker
has full control over it. The problem is made worse by
the fact that no network authentication takes place. Hence,
everybody can set up a rogue base station, called an “IMSI
Catcher” (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) [29].
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device-independent attacks (2/3)
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
! fixes

! encryption and encoding in correct order
! encryption algorithm updated to KASUMI (improved parameter choices)
! all communication over the air link has been encrypted within the network
! network is authenticated to the mobile
! the mobile can verify randomness freshness

! yet
! mobile unique ID is sent in clear
! roll-back attack possible due to backward compatibility
! new vulnerabilities

! well-timed low volume DoS on signalling/control plane
! jamming of Presence Service causes a chain reaction that blocks all IMS services
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mobile device base station

1.
r, a

fresh randomness, authentication
2.

c := f3(k, r), i := f4(k, r)

(crypto key, integrity key)

3.
e := f2(k, r)

(rEsult)
4.

x = e?
(eXpected result equals rEsult?)

Figure 3. Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) in UMTS

comparing it with the expected result x. Functions f1–f5
are used to generate session keys and intermediate values
from the fresh randomness r. First, we want to note that
the mobile phone (to be more precise, the UICC) can
verify that the randomness r is actually fresh. This can be
achieved by using a block cipher in counter mode. Second,
the authentication string a ensures network authentication
as it depends on a shared secret k. Third, the authentication
string a also contains an algorithm identifier. This is used
to compute the MAC (Message Authentication Code) of all
messages (including e). Therefore an attacker does not profit
from “downgrading” a connection from a strong to a weak
encryption algorithm.

However, the weakness on KASUMI is also valid here.
Again, UMTS uses a slightly tweaked version of KASUMI,
so it is not possible to apply the attack directly. But it is an
interesting research question if this could be actually done.

Despite the cryptographically stronger AKA, UMTS suf-
fers from an old GSM weakness: the IMSI is sent in clear
and, therefore, could be eavesdropped. Furthermore, the
integrity keys used between the mobile device and the Radio
Network Controller (RNC) are transmitted unencrypted to
the RNC [38]. Therefore, some flaws remain even in the
GSM successor.

Recalling the evil twin base stations of GSM, we inspect
if they also work on UMTS. The answer is affirmative.
Note that in GSM networks only the mobile device has
to authenticate itself (cf. Section V-A), and for increased
security, UMTS was designed to provide mutual authen-
tication of mobile devices and the network. Additionally,
signaling information is integrity-protected as a mean to
prevent evil twin base stations [39]. However, UMTS was
also designed to be compatible to GSM, whenever no suf-
ficient UMTS coverage can be provided. This compatibility
makes a roll-back attack possible, where the compatibility
mechanisms between these two mobile networking standards
are exploited [40].

In addition, since no standard is perfect, several flaws have
been found in the past years in UMTS. In 2007, a Denial of
Service (DoS) attack was identified by Lee et al. that exploits
the unique vulnerabilities of the signaling/control plane in an

UMTS network [41]. By a well-timed, low-volume signaling
attack, they can overload the control plane and detrimentally
affect the key elements of the 3G infrastructure. Another
DoS attack was demonstrated by Zhao et al. in 2009. By
jamming the presence service, a core service of the IP
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), a chain reaction could be
initialized, that blocks all services of IMS [42].

In theory, we could also extend this analysis to the 4G
mobile networks. In practice, this is out of the scope of this
paper. A detailed security analysis is therefore left as an
open research question.

G. Side Channel Analysis
Taking a purely theoretical point of view, any algorithm

a produces for an input i some output o, more formally:
o := a(i). However, this is only the theoretical picture. In
reality, there is more to it. Actually, we have the following
situation o, � := a(i) where � is additional side channel
information that can be observed by an attacker. This can
be the rate of cache hits or misses, memory access, power
consumption, or similar data sources. For cryptographic
algorithms, this is fatal since i usually contains sensitive key
material which should not be exposed. It has been demon-
strated that this cannot be guaranteed in general [43]. In the
case of SIM cards, attacks date back to 2002 [44]. Recently,
Cryptographic Research has made a similar claim [45],
although no attacks are known at the moment. Still, as
they have pioneered research in this direction, their claims
have some weight. In addition, they point to an interesting
research area, i.e., to exploit this attack vector in current
devices.

However, the overall attack scenario of side channel
analysis is not very likely in the case of SIM cards. Here,
an attacker needs physical access to the SIM card to per-
form some measurements. While possible, this is not very
plausible since users typically take their devices with them.
Hence, the typical attack setting that is far more likely (and
thus more interesting): are there side channels in SIM cards
which can be accessed through malicious software on the
phone? And in the more general case: Are there any side
channels which can be accessed through the mobile phone?
In particular, using exact timings it might be possible to
establish such a side channel. Furthermore, could we use
side channels such as cache hits to extract sensitive key
material from some applications? For desktop computers,
this has already been demonstrated [46].

H. Back End Systems
This section adds an attack vector to mobile device

security that is not obvious at first glance, namely threats
against the back end systems of mobile networks. However,
a security incident in 2005 demonstrated how insecure back
end systems can even compromise the privacy of mobile
device users, as we now explain.
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device-independent attacks (3/3)
5.side channels

• examples: cache hits or misses, memory access, power consumption, etc.
• extracting key material
• side channel attacks on SIM cards (through hardware or software)

6. back end systems
• Hiptop/Sidekick mirrors data on MNO for web access

- password protected
- social engineering attack to gain access to MNO 

internal system
- prominent names -> phone numbers
- web app vulnerability to reset account password on 

mirrored data
• Home Location Register (details of each subscriber)

- (75%-93%) DoS via brining HLR down
• other: on GPRS and on MMS infrastructure
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software-centric attacks: malware
Cabir propagated automatically on Symbian OS in 2004
adversary objectives
! information or identity theft, espionage

! collect and forward information to the attacker

! eavesdropping
! capture voice calls & record conversations via the microphone

! make the user to pay
! use of (voice or SMS) premium services
! blackmailing (“ransomware”)

! mobile botnets
! DDoS attack on 911 call-centers

! DoS attacks on mobile devices
! corruption of essential data in difficult to reach locations (E2PROM)
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software-centric attacks: 
messages and browsing

! SMS vulnerabilities
! SMS parser in Siemens S55 (Chinese characters, local firmware update)
! omitted sanity check of input -> DoS on Nokia phones

! MMS vulnerabilities
! remote code execution exploit in MMS handling of Windows Mobile CE 4.2

! mobile web browser
! must support making voice calls and video calls
! application framework in itself

! DoS attacks on mobile IE
! jailbreak of the iPone
! hacking Android browser
! using iPhone browser as a dialer
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countering mobile malware
! detection

! signature-based
! burden on the CPU
! offload scanning to the cloud

! static function call analysis
! at the installation time
! Android and Symbian

! App Store model
! anomaly detection

! SmartSiren: central proxy analyzes Bluetoooth and SMS communications
! external VM (replica of the phone) replays instructions
! detection through battery power consumption analysis
! changing user behaviour challenges 

! rootkit detection
! first rootkit on Android (Defcon 2010)

! sofwatre-based attestation
! memory printing for retroactively detecting active software
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protecting mobile OS
! limited privileges and process isolation

! PLP
! Android approach: UIDs and JVMs
! no hardware support for virtualization

! hardened kernels (porting from desktop OS)
! address space layout randomization
! stack protection
! non-executable writable memory
! MAC lists

! sound default settings
! e.g., bluetooth by default?
! some Symbian smartphones prone to DoS in default configuration

! better update procedures
! software attestation for 3rd party apps

! Kirin, SAINT, SCanDroid, TaintDroid, PiOS
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user interface and attacks
! limitations due to size

! indicators
! URL bar disappearing
! malware performing security actions on user’s behalf
! CAPTCHAs

! usable security
! limited pixels and real estate
! diversity of the user population
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expected relevant trends
! payment services and cost creation
! remote device management and update
! costs of communications and computations will decrease
! more processing power and memory, but battery
! security awareness of users?
! heterogeneity?
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